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KERALA POLICE UNIFORMS
PREFACE

A Police Force comprising of various Divisions and Units must have different types of uniform for operational/functional/ceremonial purposes. A Police Official takes pride in his/her uniform and the visibility of a Police Official is very critical for the Police and the Society.

In Kerala Police, from the beginning there were various Patterns and types of uniform. With additional units and divisions coming into existence, the patterns and types became more.

In order to keep the uniformity and standard, it was felt that various types of uniforms in Kerala Police are to be described with colour photos for information of one and all. Therefore, this booklet is being brought out.

This booklet on uniforms in vogue in Kerala Police covers the prescribed uniform of all Units/Divisions of the State Police. I am sure this booklet will serve its purpose for which it has been brought out.

While I conceptualised this work, but for Shri Anup Kuruvilla IPS, DIG, Kerala Police Academy and his dedicated team of officials of KEPA and Shri V.P. Pramod Kumar, Deputy Director, State Police Media Centre, PHQ and his team of officials, the booklet could not have been prepared. I am grateful to them.

Jai Hind

Thiruvananthapuram
01.01.2020

Loknath Behera IPS
DGP & State Police Chief
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1 LOCAL POLICE
Superintendent of Police (Non IPS)

**Cap**
- Peak / Beret cap with KPS emblem
- KPS Emblem

**Shoulder Straps**
- The State emblem, one star & KPS letters

**Lanyard**
- Blue lanyard (Double layered) with whistle

**Belt**
- Brown colour with steel buckle and KPS emblem
- KPS Emblem

**Shoes/Ankle-boots**
- Brown Colour and khaki socks
Addl. Superintendent of Police / Addl. Deputy Commissioner

- **Cap**
  - Peak / Beret cap with KPS emblem
  - KPS Emblem

- **Shoulder Straps**
  - The State emblem, KPS letters

- **Insignia**
  - Insignia worn 3 to 4 cm above the left pocket of the uniform

- **Lanyard**
  - Blue lanyard (Double layered) with whistle

- **Belt**
  - Brown colour with steel buckle and KPS emblem
  - KPS Emblem

- **Shoes/Ankle-boots**
  - Brown Colour and Khaki socks
Deputy Supdt.of Police/Asst.Commissioner of Police

Cap
Peak / Beret cap with KPS emblem

KPS Emblem

Shoulder Straps
KPS letters and three silver colour stars without ribbon

Lanyard
Blue lanyard(Double layered) with whistle

Belt
Brown colour with steel buckle and KPS emblem

KPS Emblem

Shoes/Ankle-boots
Brown Colour and khaki socks
Inspector of Police

**Cap**
- Peak cap with KPS emblem

**KPS Emblem**

**Shoulder Straps**
- Three stars with ribbon (half red and half dark blue horizontally divided) and KPS letters

**Shoulder Patch**
- Kerala Police shoulder patch on the left side

**Lanyard**
- Blue lanyard (Double layered) with whistle

**Belt**
- Brown colour with steel buckle and KPS emblem

**KPS Emblem**

**Shoes/Ankle-boots**
- Brown Colour and khaki socks
Sub Inspector

- **Cap**: Peak cap with KP emblem
- **KP Emblem**: KP Emblem
- **Shoulder Straps**: Two stars with ribbon (half red and half dark blue horizontally divided) and KP letters
- **Shoulder Patch**: Kerala Police shoulder patch on the left side.
- **Lanyard**: Blue lanyard (Double layered) with whistle
- **Belt**: Brown colour with steel buckle and KP emblem
- **KP Emblem**: KP Emblem
- **Shoes/Ankle-boots**: Brown Colour and khaki socks
Asst. Sub Inspector

Cap
- Peak cap with KP emblem

KP Emblem

Shoulder Straps
- One star with ribbon (half red and half dark blue horizontally divided) and KP letters

Shoulder Patch
- Kerala Police shoulder patch on the left side

Lanyard
- Blue lanyard (Double layered) with whistle

Belt
- Brown colour with steel buckle and KP emblem

KP Emblem

Shoes/Ankle-boots
- Brown Colour and khaki socks
Senior Civil Police Officer

Cap
Blue peak cap with KP emblem and cap badge on the yellow ribbon

KP Emblem

Shoulder Straps
Plain shoulder strap with KP letters

Shoulder Patch
Kerala Police shoulder patch on the left side

Shoulder Sleeve
Three white stripes on the right & left shoulder sleeve

Lanyard
Khaki colour lanyard with whistle

Belt
Black belt with KP emblem

Shoes
Black shoes and khaki socks
Civil Police Officer

- **Cap**: Blue peak cap with KP emblem and cap badge on the yellow ribbon
- **KP Emblem**
- **Shoulder Straps**: Plain shoulder strap with KP letters
- **Shoulder Patch**: Kerala Police shoulder patch on the left side
- **Lanyard**: Khaki colour lanyard with whistle
- **Belt**: Black belt with KP emblem
- **Shoes**: Black shoes and khaki socks
2 ARMED POLICE
Commandant (Non IPS)

- **Cap**: Peak / Beret cap with KPS emblem
- **KPS Emblem**
- **Shoulder Straps**: The State emblem, one Star & KPS letters
- **Lanyard**: Blue lanyard (Double layered) with whistle
- **Belt**: Brown colour with steel buckle and KPS emblem
- **KPS Emblem**
- **Shoes/Ankle-boots**: Brown Colour and khaki socks
Deputy Commandant

**Cap**
- Peak / Beret cap with KPS emblem
- KPS Emblem

**Shoulder Straps**
- The State emblem and KPS letters

**Lanyard**
- Blue lanyard (Double layered) with whistle

**Belt**
- Brown colour with steel buckle and KPS emblem
- KPS Emblem

**Shoes/Ankle-boots**
- Brown Colour and khaki socks
Asst. Commandant

- **Cap**
  - Peak / Beret cap with KPS emblem
  - KPS Emblem

- **Shoulder Straps**
  - KPS letters and three silver colour stars

- **Lanyard**
  - Blue lanyard (Double layered) with whistle

- **Belt**
  - Brown colour with steel buckle and KPS emblem

- **Shoes/Ankle-boots**
  - Brown Colour and khaki socks

KPS Emblem
Armed Police Inspector

Cap
Peak cap with KPS emblem

KPS Emblem

Shoulder Straps
Three stars with ribbon (half red and half dark blue horizontally divided) and KPS letters

Shoulder Patch
Kerala Police shoulder patch on the left side and Battalion insignia on the right side

Lanyard
Blue lanyard (Double layered) with whistle

Belt
Brown colour with steel buckle and KPS emblem

KPS Emblem

Shoes/Ankle-boots
Brown Colour and khaki socks
Armed Police Sub Inspector

- **Cap**: Peak cap with KP emblem
- **KP Emblem**: Icon
- **Shoulder Straps**: Two stars with ribbon (half red and half dark blue horizontally divided) and KP letters
- **Shoulder Patch**: Kerala Police shoulder patch on the left side and Battalion insignia on the right side
- **Lanyard**: Blue lanyard (Double layered) with whistle
- **Belt**: Brown colour with steel buckle and KP emblem
- **KP Emblem**: Icon
- **Shoes/Ankle-boots**: Brown Colour and khaki socks
Cap
Peak cap with KP emblem

KP Emblem

Shoulder Straps
One star with ribbon (half red and half dark blue horizontally divided) and KP letters

Shoulder Patch
Kerala Police shoulder patch on the left side and Battalion insignia on the right side

Lanyard
Blue lanyard (Double layered) with whistle

Belt
Brown colour with steel buckle and KP emblem

KP Emblem

Shoes/Ankle-boots
Brown Colour and khaki socks
**Havildar**

- **Cap**
  Blue peak cap with KP emblem and cap badge

- **KP Emblem**

- **Shoulder Straps**
  Plain shoulder strap with Battalion letters

- **Shoulder Patch**
  Kerala Police shoulder patch on the left side & Battalion insignia on the right side.

- **Shoulder Sleeve**
  Three white stripes on the right & left shoulder sleeve

- **Lanyard**
  Khaki colour lanyard with whistle

- **Belt**
  White belt with battalion emblem

- **Shoes**
  DMS boot and khaki socks
Police Constable

**Cap**
Blue peak cap with KP emblem and cap badge

**KP Emblem**

**Shoulder Straps**
Plain shoulder strap with MSP/SAP/KAP letters

**Shoulder Patch**
Kerala Police Shoulder Patch on the left side & Battalion insignia on the right side.

**Lanyard**
Khaki colour lanyard with whistle

**Belt**
White belt with battalion emblem

**Shoes**
DMS boot and khaki socks
3 CLOSED AR
Commandant (Non IPS)

- **Cap**: Peak / Beret cap with KPS emblem
- **KPS Emblem**
- **Shoulder Straps**: The State emblem, one star and KPS letters
- **Lanyard**: Blue lanyard (Double layered) with whistle
- **Belt**: Brown colour with steel buckle and KPS emblem
- **KPS Emblem**
- **Shoes/Ankle-boots**: Brown Colour and khaki socks
Deputy Commandant

Cap
Peak / Beret cap with KPS emblem

KPS Emblem

Shoulder Straps
The State emblem and KPS letters

Lanyard
Blue lanyard (Double layered) with whistle

Belt
Brown colour with steel buckle and KPS emblem

KPS Emblem

Shoes/Ankle-boots
Brown Colour and khaki socks
Assistant Commandant

**Cap**
Peak / Beret cap with KPS emblem

**KPS Emblem**

**Shoulder Straps**
Three silver colour stars and KPS letters

**Lanyard**
Blue lanyard (Double layered) with whistle

**Belt**
Brown colour with steel buckle and KPS emblem

**KPS Emblem**

**Shoes/Ankle-boots**
Brown Colour and khaki socks
Reserve Inspector

**Cap**
Peak cap with KPS emblem

**KPS Emblem**

**Shoulder Straps**
Three stars with ribbon (half red and half dark blue horizontally divided) and KPS letters

**Shoulder Patch**
Kerala Police shoulder patch on the left side

**Lanyard**
Blue lanyard (Double layered) with whistle

**Belt**
Brown colour with steel buckle and KPS emblem

**KPS Emblem**

**Shoes/Ankle-boots**
Brown Colour and khaki socks
Reserve Sub Inspector

- **Cap**
  - Peak cap with KP emblem

- **KP Emblem**

- **Shoulder Straps**
  - Two stars with ribbon (half red and half dark blue horizontally divided) and KP letters

- **Shoulder Patch**
  - Kerala Police shoulder patch on the left side

- **Lanyard**
  - Blue lanyard (Double layered) with whistle

- **Belt**
  - Brown colour with steel buckle and KP emblem

- **KP Emblem**

- **Shoes/Ankle-boots**
  - Brown Colour and khaki socks
Reserve Asst. Sub Inspector

**Cap**
Peak cap with KP emblem

**KP Emblem**

**Shoulder Straps**
One star with ribbon (half red and half dark blue horizontally divided) and KP letters

**Shoulder Patch**
Kerala Police shoulder patch on the left side

**Lanyard**
Blue lanyard (Double layered) with whistle

**Belt**
Brown colour with steel buckle and KP emblem

**KP Emblem**

**Shoes/Ankle-boots**
Brown Colour and khaki socks
Armed Reserve Head Constable

Cap
Blue peak cap with KP emblem cap badge

KP Emblem

Shoulder Straps
Plain shoulder strap with KP letters

Shoulder Patch
Kerala Police Shoulder Patch on the left side

Shoulder Patch
Three white stripes on the Right & left shoulder sleeve

Lanyard
Khaki colour lanyard with whistle

Belt
Brown belt with KP emblem

Shoes
Black shoes and khaki socks
Armed Reserve Police Constable

- **Cap**: Blue peak cap with KP emblem and cap badge
- **KP Emblem**:
- **Shoulder Straps**: Plain shoulder strap with KP letters
- **Shoulder Patch**: Kerala Police shoulder patch on the left side
- **Lanyard**: Khaki colour lanyard with whistle
- **Belt**: Brown colour with KP emblem
- **Shoes**: Black shoes and khaki socks
Kerala Armed Women Police Battalion
Working Uniform

**Cap**
The cap will be of field cap model. Khaki colour with unit emblem on the centre will be of 4 cm x 5 cm proportion in size. Beret cap in black colour is also permitted.

**Shirt & Pant**
The shirt will be half sleeve of Khaki colour with blue rib at the end of both the sleeves, which shall be held by Khaki loop.

- There shall be two blue coloured shoulder flaps and the outer edge of the shoulder flap will be stitched with the words "WPB" in white colour, encompassed by maroon colour border.
- An arch shaped Blue Badge of ¾” size, with words "KERALA POLICE" in white colour, compassed by maroon colour border, should be affixed on both sleeves at identical position, which is say 1 cm above the unit badge on the left sleeve.
- There shall be two curved shape pockets on either side of the chest with curved edge flaps, which should be closed by a single button.
- The nameplate would be on black background with name written in white colour. The name will be written in English on top and Malayalam on bottom. The nameplate would be affixed in a centre position just above the right pocket.
- The Pants will be of Khaki colour with 3 Beltloops.
- The Pants will be of cargo model with 2 Box Pockets on the back and 2 on either side of the knees. The size of the box pockets will be 6” x 5.5”

**Lanyard**
The khaki colour lanyard with whistle on its end will be part of the uniform and the whistle will be inserted inside the left pocket.

**Belt**
The belt will be in navy blue colour of Nylon make with silver colour buckle crest (8.5cm x 6cm), with Unit emblem of 3.5 cm diameter in the centre.

**Boot**
The shoes will be black coloured DM Boot with Khaki colour socks.
IRB Officers Ceremonial Dress

- **Cap**: Peak cap with KP emblem
- **KP Emblem**
- **Shoulder Straps**: Badges prescribed for Kerala Police
- **Shoulder Patch**: Kerala Police shoulder patch on the left side and IRB insignia on the right side for all Officers
- **Lanyard**: Blue lanyard (Double layered) with Whistle
- **Belt**: Brown colour with steel buckle and KP emblem
- **KP Emblem**
- **Shoes/Ankle-boots**: Brown Colour and khaki socks
IRB Regular Wing (Scorpions)

IRB Officers Operation Duty with Men

**Cap**
Camouflage Monkey Cap with embroidered IRB Monogram (up to Inspectors)

Camouflage Monkey Cap /Round Jungle Cap with embroidered IRB Monogram (for ACs and above)

**Shirt & Pant**
Approved IRB camouflage shirt and pants with badges embroidered in Silver Colour (KP/KPS, Stars and Badges)

**Name Plate**
Black Name band with Name, Blood Group & border embroidered in silver colour (VelcroType)

**Lanyard**
Black Lanyard (Double Layered) with whistle (need not to be used while jungle duties)

**Belt**
Camouflage Web Belt with Black Plastic Buckle

**Shoes**
Camouflage Jungle Shoes with Khaki Woollen Socks
IRB Regular Wing (Scorpions)

IRB Regular Wing HC/PC Operations/ Duties

- **Cap**
  - Camouflage Monkey Cap embroidered with IRB Monogram

- **Shirt & Pant**
  - Approved IRB Camouflage Shirt and Pants (IRB Badges)

- **Name Plate**
  - Black Name Band with Name, Blood Group & border embroidered in yellow colour (VelcroType)

- **Lanyard**
  - Black Lanyard (Double Layered) with whistle (need not to be used while jungle duties)

- **Belt**
  - Black/Camouflage Web Belt

- **Boot**
  - Black Normal Boot/ Black high ankle Boot/JungleBoot with Khaki Woollen Socks
IRB Regular Wing (Scorpions)

IRB Regular Wing HC/PC Ceremonial Dress

- **Cap**
  - Black Beret Cap with Crest (IRB Monogram)

- **IRB Monogram**

- **Shirt & Pant**
  - Approved IRB Camouflage shirt and pants (IRB Badges)

- **Name Plate**
  - Black Name Band with name, Blood Group & border embroidered in yellow colour (VelcroType)

- **Lanyard**
  - Black colour lanyard (Double Layerd) with whistle

- **Belt**
  - Black Leather belt with buckle and crest with engraved IRB Monogram

- **Boot**
  - Black Normal Boot with Black Anklets and Khaki Woollen Socks
- The Coat will be Dark Navy Blue in colour and of sapphire kind of cloth.
- The Pants will be Poly Viscose White in colour.
- The Collar of the coat will be of round shape with a golden Sandalwood colour (not yellow), embroidery on both the tip joint towards middle.
- The Buttons in the middle of the Coat will be Golden in colour with Ashoka Pillar embossed in it.
- The Buttons in the sleeve will also be in Golden in colour with Ashoka Pillar embossed in it.
- The Coat will have embroidery work of three circles of Golden Sandalwood colour (not yellow) on the forearm sleeve near wrist.
- The shoulder flaps will be in Dark Navy Blue and have Golden colour (not yellow) epaulettes. The shoulder badge (KP Letter, blue and red ribbon and stars for officers, KP letters and two stripes for PCs/HCs) were made of a particular size and each stripe designating the rank.
• The Coat will have a golden sandal wood colour (not yellow) embroidery cloth covering end of the tip joint to middle line.

For the Pipe Band, broaches will be of Golden in colour.

• The lanyard will be Golden Sandal wood colour (not yellow) and it will be double folded one for all band unit members.

• The Brass Band will have P - Cap, white in colour with blue ribbon and emblem in Golden colour. The edge of the cap can be of Dark Blue. The Band Master will have embroidery carving in Golden colour on the P - Cap.

• The Pipe Band will have dark Navy Blue Turban kind cap with Golden colour (not yellow), ribbon lacing and emblem in Golden colour.

• The Pipe Band will have shawl of Dark Navy Blue and White colour striped pattern

• The Pipe Cover will be in Blue & White colour.

• The Pipe Ribbon will be in Blue & White.

• Pipe Chord will be in Golden colour

• The Anklet will be of Dark Navy Blue in colour and it will extend from lower calf muscle to ankle joint

• The socks will be white in colour.

• The Shoes will be Boots and white in colour with zip facing inside.

• The Gloves will be of White in colour.

• The Banner for the Pipe Band will be Dark Navy Blue in colour with Emblem embossed in Golden thread work and for Kerala Police Band Team it will be Kerala Police Emblem embossed in golden colour.

• The Band units will wear their Battalion Shoulder Sleeve Insignia patch on the right sleeve and Kerala Police Shoulder Sleeve Insignia patch on the left sleeve.
Traffic Police

Cap
Blue peak cap with KP emblem and cap badge on the yellow ribbon / Black colour Beret cap

KP Emblem

Shirt & Pant
White shirt and Khaki pant with rank wise badges prescribed for Kerala police.

Shoulder Patch
Kerala Police Shoulder Patch on the left side & Traffic Police insignia on the right side.

Lanyard
Khaki colour lanyard with Whistle

Belt
Black belt with KP emblem

Shoes
Black Shoes and khaki socks
K9 Squad

CEREMONIAL UNIFORM

The Normal uniform of Kerala Police i.e. Khaki Uniform as being used now will continue to be the Ceremonial Uniform with unit shoulder sleeve insignia on the right shoulder and Kerala Police shoulder sleeve insignia on the left shoulder sleeve.

FIELD UNIFORM

Shirt

The field uniform shirt will be Black Polo T-shirt (Half Sleeve) with Unit emblem of 6 cm diameter proportion imprinted on the left chest. On the back middle portion of the T-Shirt, the words "K9 SQUAD" will be written in red, in a semi circle shape and below "KERALA POLICE" will be written in red, touching the base of the semi circle on both sides. The shoulder sleeve insignia of K9 Squad will be on the right hand sleeve and shoulder sleeve insignia of Kerala Police on the left hand sleeve.

Jacket

There will also be a Dark Black Sleeveless Jacket with the Emblem of the K9 Unit on the left chest and words "KERALA POLICE" on right side. On the back middle portion of the T-Shirt, the words "K9 SQUAD" will be written in white, in a semi circle shape and below it will be written "KERALA POLICE" in white, touching the base of the semi circle on both sides.

Pant

The Pants will be Khakhi Colour Cotton trousers

Shoes

- The shoes will be black ankle boot type Outdoor shoes.
- The socks will be of Khaki colour
Head Constable Telecommunication

- **Cap**: Blue peak cap with KP emblem cap badge
- **KP Emblem**
- **Shoulder Straps**: Plain shoulder strap with KP letters
- **Shoulder Patch**: Kerala Police shoulder patch on the left side & telecommunication insignia on the right side.
- **Shoulder Patch**: Three white stripes on the Right & left shoulder sleeve
- **Lanyard**: Khaki colour lanyard with whistle
- **Belt**: Brown belt with KP emblem
- **Shoes**: Black shoes and khaki socks
Police Constable Telecommunication

- **Cap**: Blue peak cap with KP emblem and cap badge
- **KP Emblem**:
- **Shoulder Straps**: Plain shoulder strap with KP letters
- **Shoulder Patch**: Kerala Police shoulder patch on the left side & telecommunication insignia on the right side.
- **Lanyard**: Khaki colour lanyard with whistle
- **Belt**: Brown colour with KP emblem
- **Shoes**: Black shoes and khaki socks
RRRF QRT Uniform

**Cap**
The cap is of baseball model, black in colour with logo of RRRF stitched on to the front middle portion.

**Shirt & Pant**
The Uniform is Cobra design dungaree pattern and the upper zip shall be in belt level and lower zip shall be in pant size.

**Shoulder Patch**
The shoulder sleeve insignia of RRRF on the right hand and shoulder sleeve insignia of Kerala Police on the left hand.

- The insignias will be stitched on dungaree, size of width 3 inch and length 3.1 inch.
- The stars of various ranks will be stitched in silver thread and on the shoulder flaps on dungaree.
- The edge of the shoulder flap towards the shoulder side will have a label imprinted 'RRRF' on silver colour on dungaree.
- The name plate will be of black colour base with letter in white colour which is affixed just above the right side pocket of the dungaree.

**Lanyard**
The lanyard is dark blue of singlefold.

**Belt**
The belt will be black commando belt.

**Boots**
The shoes will be black colour para trooper leather combat type boot of ankle length.
Dark blue safari suit with two front pockets & black colour shoes
IRB Commando Wing (Thunderbolts)

IRB Commando Wing Ceremonial Dress

**Cap**
Camouflage Monkey Cap with embroidered IRB Monogram (up to Inspectors)

**Shirt & Pant**
Approved Thunderbolts Blue Camouflage Shirt and Pants (IRB Badges)

**Name Plate**
Black name band with name, blood group & border embroidered in silver colour (VelcroType)

**Lanyard**
Black Lanyard (double layered) with whistle

**Belt**
Black Web Belt with plastic buckle for commando competitions

**Boots**
Black Leather Belt with steel buckle and crest (IRB Monogram) for ceremonial purpose

Black Normal Boot, Black Anklets and Khaki Woollen Socks
IRB Commando Wing (Thunderbolts)

IRB Commando Wing Jungle operations / Night / Urban operations Dress

IRB Commando Wing Jungle operations dress

- Approved IRB Camouflage Shirt and Pants (for Jungle Duties)
- Black Commando Shirt and Pants (for Night & Urban Operations)
- Black Name Band with Name, Blood Group & border embroidered in yellow colour (VelcroType)
- Black Lanyard (Double Layered) with whistle (need not to be used while on jungle duties)
- Black Normal Boot/ Black high ankle Boot/Jungle Boot
- Black/Khaki Woollen Socks
- Black/Camouflage Web Belt
- Camouflage/Black Monkey Cap embroidered with IRB Monogram
Kerala Police Commando

- **Cap**: Camouflage Monkey Cap with embroidered KP Monogram
- **Shirt & Pant**: Approved Commando Black Camouflage Shirt and Pants (KP Badges)
- **Name Plate**: Black name band with name, blood group & border embroidered in silver colour (VelcroType)
- **Belt**: Black Web Belt with Plastic Buckle
- **Boots**: Black Normal Boot, Black Anklets and Khaki Woollen Socks
Tourism Police

Cap
Black colour base ball type cap with Kerala Police emblem

Jacket
Black colour Jacket with the emblem on left side and ‘Tourism Police’ in white colour writing on right.

Behind the jacket ‘Tourism Police’ is written

Shoulder Patch
The shoulder sleeve insignia of Tourism Police on the right hand and shoulder sleeve insignia of Kerala Police on the left hand

DM Boot
Black DM Boot
Watch and Ward

- **Cap**: Green Beret hat with white feather
- **Shoulder Sleeve**: Green shoulder sleeve with ‘KLA’ letters
- **Shirt & Pant**: White colour shirt and pant
- **Lanyard**: Green colour lanyard with Whistle
- **Belt**: Black belt with crest on letters ‘KLA’
- **Shoes**: Black Shoes
SISF

Cap
The cap will be of shade cap model, black in colour with the logo of SISF stitched in rectangle shape on to the front middle portion in the size of width 2.5 inch and length 3 inch. The words State Industrial Security Force in white colour should be imprinted below the logo in horizontal. The piping of the cap should be in white colour in front of the Pipe ‘SISF’ in white colour should be printed on the back of the cap.

Shirt & Pant
The pant will be of Khaki colour, cargo model with multiple pockets. The side pockets of the pant should be kept high. The loops will be such that it can accommodate the black tactical belt with additional holsters.

Shoulder Patch
The shoulder sleeve insignia of SISF on the right hand shoulder and shoulder sleeve insignia of Kerala Police on the left hand. The insignia will be stitched on the shirt, having a width of 3 inch and length of 3.1 inch. The stars of various ranks will be stitched in black thread and on the shoulder flaps on Khaki base. The edge of the shoulder flap towards the shoulder side will have a label imprint. ‘SISF’ on black colour on khaki colour base.

Lanyard
The lanyard is black colour of single fold.

Belt
The web belt will be black in colour, tactical one with extra pouches.

Boot
The boot will be black in colour/ Para Trooper Leather Combat type Boot of ankle length.
**Kochi Metro**

**Cap**
The cap is of base ball model cap, black in colour with the logo of Kochi Metro Special Police stitched on the front middle portion.

**Shirt & Pant**
- The shirt is half sleeve with the shoulder badge of Kochi Metro Special police on the right hand and it is stitched on to the shirt.
- The pants are of khaki colour, cargo model with multiple pockets. The loops are as such that it can accommodate the black tactical belt with additional holsters.
- The stars of various ranks are stitched in black thread and on the shoulder flaps.
- The name plate is of black colour base with letters in white colour, which is affixed just above the right side pocket of the shirt.

**Lanyard**
The lanyard is black colour of single fold.

**Belt**
The web belt will be black in colour, tactical one with extra Pouches.

**Boot**
The shoes are combat boots of black colour.
Mounted Police may wear slouch hat with cap badge, pitch-hat with cap badge, short-bush-full sleeves, bushes, shorts, cavalry boots, socks, woollen long patties, coat water proof with hood, whistle with chain, badges and buttons, belt bandolier stripes.
BLACK / WHITE COMBINATION

- The Shirt will be round neck, half sleeve, T-Shirt of Dark Black Colour.
- There will be 4 White Ribbons, of 1 cm width proportion, running from neck to sleeve in a Zebra line model.
- The neck portion and outer sleeve portion on both arms will have a Black Colour ribbon of 1" proportion.
- The Kerala Police Emblem will be imprinted on the left chest with a diameter of 6 cm.
- The words KERALA POLICE will be imprinted in white colour on the back of the T-Shirt.
- The Shorts and Track Pants will also be in Dark Black colour, with 4 White ribbons, width of 1 cm proportion, running from top bottom in a Zebra line model on both sides.
- The dress material should be of sweat absorbable or water-resistant material, which can be dried quickly.
OLIVE GREEN / NAVY BLUE COMBINATION

- The Shirt will be round necked, half sleeve, T-Shirt of Olive Green Colour.
- There will be 4 Dark Navy Blue Ribbons, of 1 cm width proportion, running from neck to sleeve in a Zebra line model.
- The neck portion and outer sleeve portion on both arms will have a Olive Green Colour ribbon of 1" proportion.
- The Kerala Police Emblem will be imprinted on the left chest with a diameter of 6 cm.
- The Letters KERALA POLICE will be imprinted in white colour on the back of the T-Shirt.
- The Shorts and Track Pants will also be in Olive Green colour, with 4 Dark Navy Blue ribbons, width of 1 cm proportion running from top bottom in a Zebra line model on both sides.
- The dress material should be of sweat absorbable or water resistant material, which can be dried quickly.
NAVY BLUE / RED COMBINATION

- The Shirt will be round neck, half sleeve, T-Shirt of Dark Navy Blue Colour.
- There will be 4 Dark Red Ribbons, of 1 cm width proportion, running from neck to sleeve in a Zebra line model.
- The neck portion and outer sleeve portion on both arms will have a Dark Navy Blue Colour ribbon of 1" proportion.
- The Kerala Police Emblem will be imprinted on the left chest with a diameter of 6 cm.
- The Letters KERALA POLICE will be imprinted in white colour on the back of the T-Shirt.
- The Shorts and Track Pants will also be in Dark Navy Blue colour, with 4 Dark Red ribbons, width of 1 cm proportion running from top bottom in a Zebra line model on both sides.
- The dress material should be of sweat absorbable or water resistant material, which can be dried quickly.
COMMANDO WING

- Black T Shirt with Green Border and printed Thunderbolt Monogram on the left arm
- Black Lower
- White Canvas Shoes
- Khaki Socks

REGULAR WING

- Blue T Shirt with Red border and printed IRB Monogram on the left arm.
- Blue Lower
- White Canvas Shoes
- Khaki Socks
IRB (Regular Wing / Commando Wing) Officers Running / Fatigue Dress

- White T Shirt & White Lower
- White Canvas Shoes
- White Socks
Camp Followers

Shirt & Pant

- Khaki Pant

- Khaki Shirt with half sleeves without shoulder strap. The bottom of the shirt should be cut straight. Length of the shirt should be such that it covers the side pockets of the pants

Name Plate

Name plate (With Name & CF Number) in black letters on white background (to be worn above the left pocket of the shirt)

Shoes

Brown canvas shoes and khaki socks
5 UNIFORMS FOR TRAINING ESTABLISHMENTS
White color polo Neck T-Shirt in Cotton/Terry cotton/any sweat resistant material, with the embroidered patch of the insignia of Kerala Police Academy printed on the left chest and Kerala Police written in dark blue colour on the back.

White Shorts (men) / track pants (women) Cotton /Terry cotton/Polyster.

Predominantly white Sports Shoes/Sneakers.

White Socks.
RECRUIT SUB INSPECTORS

PARADE UNIFORM

Cap
Khaki Baseball Cap with Kerala Police emblem stitched in the front.

Shoulder Patch
Kerala Police shoulder sleeve Insignia on left Sleeve. An arch shaped Blue Badge ¾” size, with letters “KEPA” in white colour, encompassed by maroon colour border, should be affixed on the left sleeve 1 cm above the Kerala Police insignia.

Pant & Shirt
Khaki Uniform Shirt (half sleeve) and Pants (Terry Cotton)

Belt
Brown Web Belt with fibre clip closure

Ankle-boots
Brown Boots and Khaki Socks
Cap
Khaki Peak cap with KP emblem

KP Emblem

Shoulder Patch
Kerala Police shoulder patch on the left side. An arch shaped Blue Badge ¾” size, with letters “KEPA” in white colour, encompassed by maroon colour border, should be affixed on the left sleeve 1 cm above the Kerala Police insignia.

Lanyard
Blue lanyard (Double layered) with whistle

Belt
Brown colour with steel buckle and KP emblem

KP Emblem

Shoes
Brown oxford shoes and Khaki Socks
RECRUIT SUB INSPECTORS

COMPAT/TACTICAL/OPERATIONAL UNIFORM

- **Cap**
  - Camouflage Cap

- **Shirt & Pant**
  - Disruptive pattern camouflage dress with ground shade of green and black and grey print, and having the following characteristics.
  - Trousers with two pockets each on the back, sides and by the side of the knees. Shirts with two front pockets.

- **Shoulder Patch**
  - Shoulder sleeve insignia of Kerala Police on the left hand

- **Belt**
  - Black colour web belt

- **Boots**
  - Green colour Jungle Boots
  - Camouflage anklet
- Black shorts (men) / Track Pants (women) with red piping (two lines) on the sides. (Cotton/Polyester/Terry Cotton).
- Black round neck T-Shirt with red piping (two lines) on the shoulder, and the embroidered patch of the insignia of Kerala Police Academy on the left chest, and Kerala Police written in white colour on the back in (Cotton/Terry Cotton/Any Sweat resistant material).
- White Socks
- Predominantly White Sports Shoes
Light Khaki color T-Shirt in Cotton / Terry Cotton with the Insignia of the unit printed
- Black Shorts - Cotton / Terry Cotton /Polyester
- All white Sports Shoes
- White Socks
RECRUIT POLICE CONSTABLES

SPORTS/GAMES DRESS

- Dark Navy Blue Track Pants (Cotton / Polyester / Terry Cotton)
- Khaki Polo T-Shirt, with Battalion Insignia on the left chest
- White Socks
- All White Sports Shoes
RECRUIT POLICE CONSTABLES

PARADE UNIFORM

**Cap**
Khaki Baseball Cap with Kerala Police emblem stitched in the front

**Pant & Shirt**
Khaki Uniform Shirt (half sleeve) and Pants (Terry Cotton) which can be used as working uniform also.

**Shoulder Patch**
Kerala Police shoulder sleeve Insignia on Left Sleeve and Battalion shoulder sleeve Insignia on Right Sleeve.

**Belt**
Khaki Web Belt with fibre clip closure

**Boots**
Black Boots with Khaki Socks (Cotton) and White Web Anklet
WPB Indoor Dress

**Cap**
The cap will be of field cap model, Camouflage in colour.

**Shirt & Pant**
The indoor uniform shirt will be Black Polo type T-Shirt (Half Sleeve) with Unit emblem of 6 cm diameter proportion printed on the left chest.

- The Indoor Uniform Pants will be of cargo model, camouflage colour with 2 Box pockets on the back and 2 on either side of the knees. The size of the box pockets will be 6" x 5.5".
- The Pants will have 3 Belt loops.

**Belt**
The belt will be black in colour of Nylon with Runner Belt.

**Shoes**
- The shoes will be black coloured formal shoes.
- The socks will be of Khaki colour.
WPB PT Dress

**T-Shirt**
- The PT Shirt will be round necked half sleeve T-Shirt of Grey colour with Black Ribbon crossing width of 20 cm proportion running from top right (shoulder position between sleeve and neck) to bottom left in a diagonal manner.
- The neck portion and outer sleeve portion on both hands will have a black lacing of 1 1/2" proportion.
- The unit emblem of 6 cm diameter proportion will be imprinted in black and white colour on the left chest.

**Pant**
- The PT Trousers will be a black coloured track pant

**Shoes**
- The PT Shoes will be white colour sneakers.
- The socks will be of white colour
### Ranks and Badges in Kerala Police

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Badges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Director General of Police/ Additional Director General of Police</td>
<td>Silver colour crossed sword and baton, the state emblem and IPS letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspector General of Police</td>
<td>Silver colour crossed sword and baton, one star and IPS letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deputy Inspector General of Police</td>
<td>Silver colour state emblem, three stars and IPS letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superintendent of Police (Selection Grade)</td>
<td>Silver colour state emblem, two stars and IPS letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superintendent of Police</td>
<td>Silver colour state emblem, One star and IPS/ KPS letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Superintendent of Police</td>
<td>Silver colour state emblem and KPS letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Superintendent of Police</td>
<td>Silver colour three stars and IPS letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Shoulder Board Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deputy Superintendent of Police</td>
<td>KPS letters and silver colour three stars without ribbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspector of Police/ Armed Police Inspector/ Reserve Inspector</td>
<td>KPS letters and silver colour three stars with ribbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub Inspectors of Police/ Armed Police Sub Inspector/ Reserve Sub Inspector</td>
<td>Silver colour two stars with ribbon and KP letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asst. Sub Inspectors of Police/ Armed Police Asst.Sub Inspector/ Reserve Police Asst.Sub Inspector</td>
<td>Silver color one star with ribbon and KP letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head Constables/ Havildars/Senior Civil Police Officers</td>
<td>Three white stripes on the shoulder sleeves and KP letters/ Battalion letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Constables/ Civil Police Officers</td>
<td>KP letters /Battalion Letters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### GORGET PATCHES / COLLAR PATCHES & CAP PATCHES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DGP / ADGP</th>
<th>![Image]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IGP</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIG</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CAR FLAGS & STAR BOARDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPC / DGP / ADGP</th>
<th>![Image]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IGP</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIG</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**President's Police Medal for Distinguished Service**

Every year about 125 Medals are awarded on the occasion of Independence Day and Republic Day in recognition of a special distinguished record in Police service or in the Central Police/Security Organization. All police personnel in the country with at least 25 years of service are eligible for this award.

**President's Police Medal for Meritorious Service**

This Medal is awarded every year on the occasion of Independence Day and Republic Day in recognition of the meritorious record in Police service or in the Central Police/Security Organization. All Police personnel in the country with at least 18 years of service are eligible for this award.

**President's Police Medal for Gallantry**

This Medal is awarded for conspicuous gallantry in saving life and property, or in preventing crime or arresting criminals. All police personnel in the country irrespective of rank and length of service are eligible for this award.

**Indian Police Medal for Gallantry**

Awarded to members of recognised Police force, Intelligence Bureau or an organised Fire Service who have performed services of conspicuous gallantry.
Prime Minister's Medal for Life Saving

This Medal was instituted in 1958 to encourage policemen of all ranks to bring help and succour to the afflicted and is awarded to police personnel within the territory of India who have done outstanding work in saving life. The Recipients of this Medal are presented Medals in the All India Police Duty Meet.

Independence Day Medal

Marking 50 years of Indian Independence. All force personnel who were in service on 15th August 1997 are awarded with this medal.

Chief Minister's Police Medal for Gallantry

Chief Minister’s Police Medal is awarded to the Police personnel in recognition of excellent work and devotion to duty. It will be awarded for outstanding work in any aspect of Police duty and will also include outstanding performances in sports and games. Those whose work is marked by exemplary service, devotion to duty, integrity, loyalty and high sense of discipline alone would be considered for the award.

Badge of Honour

The badge of honour is awarded by the State Police Chief to Police Personnel who have attained excellence in various fields of policing. The Badge will be 2.5 cm. X 1.5 cm. Oval in shape, silver in colour, With the Words "Badge of Honour" written on the periphery with Kerala police written in the middle over the emblem. It will be provided with a pinning arrangement at the back so that it can be pinned on the uniform above the name plate (as far as Executive Staff are concerned) or in front of the dress (as far as non-uniformed staff are concerned).
Commendation Disc

DGP's/SPC's commendation Disc has been introduced for outstanding work performed by Armed Police Battalion Personnel, Thunderbolt & Anti-Naxal Force (ANF). It is further decided that the Commendation Disc will be of Brass material and the specification / model of the Disc to be distributed for the first time / second time / third time / fourth time and fifth time are shown below.

First time  Second time  Third time  Fourth time  Fifth time